
  

  
  

  

  

Introduction 

It seems that the progressive process of abstraction in the architectural project, set in motion since the 
Renaissance, has succeeded in dissociating perceptual phenomena from its cause to such an extent that 
the usual design methodology consists of working the Space rather than the Matter. But after almost a 
century marked by the culmination of this process we can say that there has been an inversion of the 
terms, and that Matter has been turning a relevant concept in architectural production since the last decade 
of the twentieth century. But in spite of this, can we establish some notions about Matter and Materiality 
in the discipline? Or is also Matter a term that will never allow us to overcome its conceptual complexity? 

These are some of the questions that will be explored through the study of the design methodology of a 
Chilean architect whose work was centered on the material dimension of architecture: Eduardo Castillo 
(1972-2017, Santiago de Chile). This methodology will be addressed through three characters: the 
Craftsman, the Just and the Poet, that are then merged again in a single work: the Casa Gallinero. 

Materiality as a trend 

Kenneth Frampton hypothesizes that the “contemporary movement” of materiality has some of its origins 
in the mature work of Sigurd Lewerentz: the Church of St. Mark in Björkhagen (1958-1960) and that of 
St. Peter in Klippan (1963-1966) , in which “by emphasizing the “nature” of the brick that we can directly 1

perceive –their size, color, and texture– rather than their more abstract structural properties, […] he 
anticipated a major concern of the last years: the materiality of materials.”  2

One of the firsts and most established contemporary practices with similar emphasis on materiality were 
those of Peter Zumthor and Jacques Herzog and Pierre de Meuron. Their works opened a path which, on 
the one hand, led to a great interest for “skins”, but on the other hand, decanted in the exploration of 
matter per se. 

In addition to being characterized by abandoning the space in favor of the atmosphere, the authors of this 
trend can be noted for their intention to return the gains to the thing itself , as it can be seen in other recent 3

practices such as Christian Kerez, Valerio Olgiati or ensamble studio. 

 Kenneth Frampton, Historia Crítica de la Arquitectura Moderna, Gustavo Gili, Barcelona, 2007, p. 374.1

 Richard Weston, Materials, Form and Architecture, Laurence King Publishing, London, 2003, p. 96.2

 Alejandro Zaera-Polo, “Ya bien entrado el siglo XXI. ¿Las Arquitecturas del Post-capitalismo?”, Sergison 3

Bates: 2004-2016, El Coquis, nº 187, El Croquis Editorial, Madrid, 2016, p. 276.
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Other examples that stand out at international level are characterized by the use of traditional materials 
and construction techniques. Their works derive from an empirical approach to materials, as well as from 
the cultural context in which they are inserted. In addition to achieving an unrivaled phenomenological 
intensity, they address other concerns such as sustainability or social development. Among them we can 
find Studio Mumbai, Li Xiaodong, Anna Heringer and Francis Kéré. 

Some of the examples that best testify this tendency, and which better reflect the physical and cultural 
context in which they are inserted, are related to contemporary architecture in Chile. In a territory 
frequently affected by strong earthquakes, the absence of historical and canonical models becomes a 
characteristic of the Chilean architecture, as well as a demanding anti-seismic regulation that necessarily 
assigns protagonism to the structural conception. Also, the customary engagement in building by most of 
the population through self-build activity is another notorious feature. Such absence of a historical and 
monumental tradition and the abundance of precarious and small-scale inventions create a scenario that 
influences Chilean architects at both practical and conceptual levels . 4

As a good case to illustrate this panorama are the works of Germán del Sol. In them we see “an 
architecture founded in the simplicity, the spontaneous and the precarious of the Chilean territory” , 5

preferring wood as construction material and avoiding the most stiffer or polished finishings. His is an 
architecture that feeds on an essentially aesthetic imaginary, registered by the architect himself through 
photography, extracted from the rural and artisanal environment. 

It is also worth noting the practice of Smiljan Radic –perhaps the true protagonist of this paradigm. 
Although the originality of his work is mostly due to the vast and varied range of references that nourish 
it, his interest in what he called “fragile constructions” seems to have detonated a series of conditions 
analogous to his practice. The condition of decay of those constructions, which represents rather the 
opposite state to which architecture should aspire to, gave way to his “game of opposites” . Those allude 6

to his direct engagement in construction, as well as to the unexpected use of technologies and materials. 

The way in which Chilean architects try to reduce the significant load until they acquire a neutrality 
allows them to achieve “a full presence, not as a significant act, but as a physical one” , which simply 7

exposes the world as it is. 

* 

It should be noted that, from the theoretical approach, a first call for a “re-materialization” of architecture 
in contemporary times seems to relate to Frampton's studies on tectonics  and, a bit later on, to the critical 8

essays of Juhani Pallasmaa . Both argue that the ultimate object of architecture is physical, material. The 9

first to fight the cultural degeneration caused by a scenographic approach, and the second, the trend of 
virtuality and the supremacy of vision. 

For these authors, materiality seems to constitute a strong base from which it is possible for architecture 
to defend itself against any posture that threatens its degeneracy, and which for the most part now offers a 
neutral disciplinary basis once it has freed itself from its “ideological and moral currents” . But this leads 10
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us to wonder if a neutral materiality, constituted with sensitive present alone and without ideals, will ever 
be able to conquer the insubstantiality of the Space. 

So, from what has been exposed, what conclusion can be reached? Maybe none. In a state of art 
characterized by a non-referential and non-significant use of matter, Weston's pleonasm, “the materiality 
of materials”, could not better prologue this subtle and delicate outcome: the tendency of materiality can 
only be explained as being a heightened realism, a true commitment to the real world. 

The house of Reality 

Given the state of the art, it is possible to extend the concept of matter or materiality beyond the building 
materials, or of their physical characteristics which can be perceived by the senses; it is possible to extend 
it to the concept of reality, to the real world as being a source of knowledge and rootedness in the world, 
and in particular in architecture, as well as being the means of its realization. By virtue of this proposition 
we can affirm that the matter of architecture is Matter, since “its matter is the physical world, and the 
physical world is matter” . Which it does not invalidate the notion of Space as an important disciplinary 11

concept, since there is no Matter where there is no Space: “Like the moving molecules that make up all 
matter, living things move and therefore require more or less fixed amounts of space.”  12

Perhaps the “insubstantiality” in which the architectural project as fallen, and generally the knowledge 
about the world, can be explained by the fact that we descended from a long tradition that tends to 
dissociate thought and body, which led us to believe that we live in separate worlds of mind and matter, 
and to privilege an anticipated abstraction above concrete encounter with the physical world. 

It is important to first clarify that the real world is actually a construction of the body. We are not exterior 
beings capable of observing the world from “outside”, we live inside (our) perception . We experience 13

reality within ourselves and it is this inner experience of the perception of the “outer” appearance that we 
interpret as origin . 14

And the way we perceive the world depends not only on the physiological characteristics of the body but 
also on its history, our history, our past experiences and perceptions, which accumulate as a “deposit of 
symptoms”  that define and influence the way we perceive the world. It is this set of engraved memories, 15

experiences, information that we carry in the body, and which reason seems only capable of draft as 
knowledge, which Michael Polanyi called tacit knowledge . After all, the intellect, consciously, will 16

never match the richness of reality. 

Perhaps the theory of Maurice Merleau-Ponty can explain the basis of these reflections. The philosopher 
explains that it is not through reflection or intentional consciousness that we know best what is perceived, 
for to perceive the world is not an act of knowledge through our consciousness that by establishing a co-
relation between subject and object can then understand it in an absolute way: “I can not match with 
thought the concrete richness of the world and reabsorb its facticity.”  By interrupting the experience to 17

give way to its perception, the experience itself dissolutes. The inexorable flow of time allows the 
continuity necessary to experience but not its absolute possession. 

 Alberto Sato, “Los Materiales de la Materia o la Materia de la Materia”, notes from a series of conferences on the subject, dictated at the School of 11

Architecture of the Pontifícia Universidad Católica de Chile in November 1998, and kindly provided by the author.
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 Adolf von Hildebrand, El Problema de la Forma en la Obra de Arte, Visor, Madrid, 1988, p. 80.14
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So we can say that Matter is what builds the house of Reality, and our body is its true inhabitant. We must 
understand it, not as a mere instrument of the senses which enables us to perceive a physical and objective 
world “external” to it, but as an extension of matter, of the real world, where subject and object meet, 
interior and exterior, reflection and action, mind and matter, into an indivisible unity. This means re-
believing in experience, since it can be a permanent and silent source of knowledge that does not occur 
through the consciousness of what is felt by the body, but by the notion that conscious itself is something 
corporeal. 

*** 

The Craftsman 

It is not by chance that “He was formed by his father as a carpenter” is, and not infrequently, the 
introductory phrase to the biography of Eduardo Castillo; followed by “studied architecture at the 
Pontifícia Universidad Católica de Chile”. Nor is it by chance that this order is given. Once the usual 
order of being educated in architecture and then involved in its construction was inverted, and perhaps for  
not being professionally formed in the latter, Castillo's formation led him to understand architecture from 
the experience of construction, and particularly from the carpentry. He was a craftsman, in the more 
traditional sense and in the sense interpreted by Richard Sennett . 18

The craftsman commits himself to his Experience, to the experience of the material world. While 
producing objects, he prefers to establish a mental and operative dialogue with materials rather than with 
people, establishing a pace between problem solving and problem finding , breaking the long established 19

barrier between mind and matter, reflection and action, experience and knowledge –a posture resembling 
that of a reflective professional proposed by Donald Schön . As such, production can not be detached 20

from the world of matter, since it depends on the materials available to materialize the objects and 
establish a dialogue with them; and also, the craftsman prefers that which is limited and concrete because 
he understands this limitation as a stimulus rather than a restriction. This is why, for Castillo, the materials 
that would concretize the building, being the most concrete aspect of the physical field of matter, were the 
first variable to be defined. These constituted the central theme in the development of the project, and his 
preferred weapon to attack it, the model. Through this instrument the architect did not imagine what the 
builder would build, he actually built, feeling the materials he had in his hands. 

In addition to using his body, and especially the Hand and Touch, as his main tool of work, the 
craftsman presents a set of unique characteristics that help him develop his skills, such as his Ingenuity 
and Curiosity. These lead him to conduct an exploration, beyond experiential, experimental of the 
materials; which leads to solutions close to a material and structural synthesis, since the act of discovering 
involves its own diagnosis, which is supported in the accumulation of experience. Besides those we must 
not forget what may be his most important characteristic: his Dedication. The craftsman has “a quiet, 
steady satisfaction in material things well composed, well contrived.” , he is dedicated to doing things 21

well simply for the sake of doing them well. Thus, care, patience and repetition act as mechanisms that 
derive from dedication and are necessary for the proper development of the project. 

* 

In short, the craftsman is submerged in matter, deeply committed to the processes of creation, using, and 
above all handling experientially what is at hand to erect a project, or a construction, because he believes 

 Richard Sennett, The Craftsman, Yale University Press, London, 2008. In this book, Sennett tells the history of craftsmanship up to the present day, 18

giving an account of the characteristics of the thought and the attitudes of a craftsman, also as the need to retake some of them.

 Ibid., p. 7 e s.s.19

 Donald A. Schön, El profesional Reflexivo: Cómo piensan los profesionales cuando actúan (orig. The Reflective Practitioner: How Professionals 20

Think in Action, 1983), Paidós, Barcelona, 1998.

 Richard Sennett, op. cit., p. 94.21
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that the source of true knowledge and the real possibilities and qualities of a work are in the physical 
world: in volume, weight, resistance, gravity, temperature, color, smells, textures... in materials; and in the 
end Eduardo Castillo too. 

The Just 

It is not only the craftsman’s dedication, or in this case, the architect’s, that allows a project to progress. 
Without a purpose, dedication would be merely a self-referential and a sterile conduct. This is why, 
Eduardo Castillo aspired to a just use of materials 

Before proceeding with this affair, which is so central in Castillo's work, it must be clarified that “The 
attribution of ethical human qualities […] into materials does not aim at explanation; its purpose is to 
heighten our consciousness of the materials themselves and in this way to think about their value.”  22

If we consider that the architectural project is essentially defined by the “problem” that it is meant to 
solve, it is important to realize that the central problem for Eduardo Castillo was not given by the 
function, or by the characteristics of the place, nor other aspects of a sociological or political matter, 
which often contaminate the central architectural problem, but for the viability of its materialization. As 
he explained: 

My work as an architect is carried out from the third world, where our material poverty is an 
unavoidable condition, therefore, looking for a possible architecture from these “low” resources 
has become the closest possibility to develop myself as an architect. The scarcity of resources 
with which I work has led me to constantly answer with my projects a single question: What 
architecture can I aspire to build from these “low” resources, and still believe in its possibility?  23

He focused on what it would cost the work to materialize: its materials and its construction. Therefore, as 
we have seen before, the materials was one of the first variables to be defined in the project, not only 
because he was a craftsman, who prefers that which is limited and concrete, but because he was just, so 
he advocated for the Justness of materials. 

Thus he decided to take on an austere reality from which to start the project, basing it on the simplicity 
and reinterpretation of the constructive logic of popular and rural architecture, reducing, or rather, 
condensing the expression of the work in its essence: “its structural and constructive form” . 24

But it was not only necessary to condense the work in its structural and constructive form, it had to suit 
the materiality of the available materials. That is why the project was guided not only by justness but also 
by material Justice, which can be translated as the intention to correspond the form with the forces 
acting on it, and those forces with the internal structure, at the molecular level, of materials. Therefore, 
the models preferred by the architect were constructive and structural models. While the former simulates 
the construction of the work, the latter simulate the mechanical behavior of the material with which it is to 
be constructed. In them he evaluated and experimented the structural and constructive solutions, seeking 
and finding solutions that respected the nature of materials. 

The concept of “material justice” is closely linked to that of Authenticity. In addition to conforming or 
disposing the materials according to their natural predisposition, the just is concerned to make it evident, 
to show “things as they are” . Castillo wanted things to appear with their sense of being and not as mere 25

 Richard Sennett, op. cit., p. 137.22

 Eduardo Castillo, “Indagando”, “indagando”, La nueva Arquitectura de Chile, V Foro internacional de Arquitectura Colegio de Arquitectos de la 23

USFQ, Quito, 2004, p. 166. The same question appears in his final work in Architecture: “desde los bajos recursos”, Igual Casi Igual, 2000, par. 1.

 Kenneth Frampton, op. cit., p. 91-92.24

 Eduardo Castillo, “texturing” (published in his web page).25
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scenographic elements, and the sense of being of building materials was, by being reduced to its essence, 
its mechanical behavior. However, this radically pragmatic discourse seems to contrast with the reality of 
his works. Partly because there was an awareness for the sensitive quality of materials, but also perhaps 
because, as Frampton suggests, there is a spiritual value that resides in the thingness of constructed 
objects, and as such, it is precisely in tectonics where its ontological condition is condensed . 26

* 

Once we elaborated on the entangled concepts of justness, justice and material authenticity, we could 
consider as concluded the analysis of the values present in Eduardo Castillo's design methodology, but it 
is still necessary to clarify one last and perhaps the most important affair. Considering Sennett's initial 
warning, not even human ethical values aim at explanation. To talk about of Ethics is, as Ludwig 
Wittgenstein tells us, “to lunge against the limits of language”: 

… a characteristic misuse of language underlies all ethical and religious expressions. […] [T]hese 
meaningless expressions are not meaningless because they have not yet found the correct 
expressions, but it was their lack of meaning that constituted their very essence. Because the only 
thing that was intended with them was precisely to go beyond the world, which is the same as to go 
beyond significant language. […] Ethics, as it arises from the desire to say something about the 
ultimate meaning of life, about the absolutely good, the absolutely valuable, can not be a science. 
What ethics says does not add anything, in any sense, to our knowledge. But it is a testimony to a 
tendency of the human spirit.  27

So it is possible to affirm that Eduardo Castillo projected through what he said to be a “political look”  28

that reflected in the search for a just use of the materials, but after all it was an “ethical look”, one that is 
not explained as a mere convenience, but as a desire to internalize ourselves in a voluntary poverty, in an 
“idealized simplicity” ; and since the project transcends its own, and any rational act, the works do not 29

become a mere mechanical revelation of their material, but a profound manifestation of their ontological, 
that is, material, condition. 

The Poet 

While the just –although he can not do it in an absolute way– tries to find a rational explanation for his 
projectual operations, the poet knows that they do not have to exist. Because poetry is essentially an 
Ambiguity , and this can be solved through Analogy . 30 31

In the case of Castillo, the process of analogy is immediately evident in a first reading through the name 
of the works: “Animita  Chapel” (Capilla l’Animita, 1997-1999), “Hen House House” (Casa Gallinero, 32

2000-2008), “Pants House” (Casa Pantalón, 2002-2006) –which was formerly called “Mantle 
House” (Casa Manto), an allusion to the “mantle of tiles” of rural houses, and “V House” (Casa V)– or 
“Silo Chapel” (Capilla Silo, 2004). But in a slightly more attentive reading we realize that there is a 
concentration and a crossroads of analogies that make them more complex. 

 Kenneth Frampton, op. cit., p. 95 e 103.26

 Ludwig Wittgenstein, “Conferencia sobre Ética”, Conferencia sobre ética: con dos comentarios sobre la teoría del valor, Paidós, Barcelona,1989, 27

p. 39 e s.s.

 Eduardo Castillo, “Desde una memoria hecha de material”, El Sur de América, ARQ, nº 51, Ediciones ARQ, Santiago de Chile, 2002 p. 38.28

 Eduardo Castillo, “texturing”.29

 For a better understanding check: Leonard Bernstein, “The Unanswered Question”, set of six conferences dictated in Harvard, 1973.30

 For a better understanding check the theories of Aldo Rossi, published in: “La Arquitectura Analoga”, Aldo Rossi, 2C Construcción de la Ciudad, 31

nº2, Barcelona, 1975; “The Analogous City: Panel”, Lotus International, Editoriale Lotus, Milano, 1976; Autobiografía Científica (orig. A Scientific 
Autobiography, 1981) , Gustavo Gili, Barcelona, 1998.

 meaning “little soul”, which in Chile names a small construction erected on the side of the road in memory of the victims of road accidents.32
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The architect began his projective screenings with the observation of “a vague cultural and emotional 
terrain” , and with it, the production of what he called a “memory of images” : a labyrinth of visual 33 34

records intended to give a meaning  to the project, bringing to reality “things” that otherwise would not 35

be possible. Forming a group of observations, readings and personal memories: banal constructions, 
sculptures, temporary installations, industrial objects, ruins, agricultural plantations… things that came 
mainly from the imaginary of Chilean anonymous rurality –the imaginary of his past– but also art, 
architecture or engineering in its most erudite state. 

Many were revisited with a certain obstinacy, such as the typology of the shed, the works of Sigurd 
Lewerentz, the sculptures of Martin Puryear, the collages of David Hockney, the images of Bernd & Hilla 
Becher –all somewhat analogous to the rural imaginary–, and were included in the imagery of different 
projects, transforming themselves by being displaced and associated with other images. There were also 
some texts and poems that contributed to the narrative of the project. The crossing of this multiplicity of 
experiences, interpretations and intentions produces an experiential totality very hard to decipher, but it 
does imply a particular Way of Looking where rurality, precariousness and banality were perceived 
from a positive perspective. 

But if on the one hand there was a practical way of operating with ambiguity, through analogy, on the 
other there was a conceptual will to make Things Ambiguous; as in the typology of the shed. This 
constructive typology allows to contain an interior void through a shell like carapace and leave the 
functions indeterminate, both in plan and in elevation. Within this volume the architect then installed 
those of the private program using volumetric models where he experimented its articulation, treating 
them as independent compositional elements. In this way, he emphasized their formal individuality and 
their thingness –as we can verify in Casa Gallinero, Casa Pantalón, Habitación de las Botellas (2001), or 
even in the Sombras de Color pavilion (2010). The purpose was to generate a quantity of left over, 
fragmented spaces, nooks and crannies between these “things”; spaces like to those we prefer as children, 
as argued by Gaston Bachelard in his book La Poétique de l'Espace (1957). 

It can not be denied that there was in the poetic sense of the project a great deal of Humor. The poet 
seeks the witty of things, Castillo too. Perhaps it was for this reason that he chose the rural, ordinary and 
naïve context, to start his architectural production, which is itself a cultured and intellectual medium, as 
he himself recognized. The apparently disparate relationship between the two generates distinct degrees 
of ambiguity: at the level of designing, combining rather contradictory modes of operation, and at the 
level of the imaginary, reflected in the final image of the project itself, combining anonymous 
constructions with works of art and architecture of authors that culminated the artistic movements where 
they are inserted. They were uncommon combinations that generated an architecture of dissonance. 

* 

For the poet, working ambiguously or incorporating ambiguity into the work means leaving more space 
for possible meanings. Ambiguity in architecture also means giving few instructions for its use, and 
consequently favors simple and new forms of living. The imaginary of Castillo allowed to make the link 
with this type of ambiguity. And in his particular case, it was a way of approaching an architecture that 
was a product of a non-intellectualized knowledge, of a tacit knowledge embedded in a culture and a 
running of everyday events that often go unnoticed; a life in full engagement with materiality: the real 
world. 

 Cecilia Puga, speech given ate the launch of the book Conversaciones Informales in 2009 (published in Eduardo Castillo’s web page).33

 Eduardo Castillo, “Sub-40 arquitectura y procesos”, conference dictated in Santiago de Chile, on June 26, 2013.34

 in Portuguese: sentido, which can mean sense, meaning and way, all implicit here.35
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Perhaps the election of this imaginary by Castillo, as well as by those with whom he worked, Radic and 
del Sol, is also due to the time in which they are situated, where the primacy of images generated their 
over-flow and led to the emptying of their meaning. It is possible that this is the only way to be able to 
reassign them a poetic sense capable of recognizing the human essence: to choose and revisit an 
imaginary analogous to a personal and collective history, allied with a tradition that presents models 
capable of interpreting, as well as welcoming our life. Thus, brought to reality through images, the 
fragments of the past become materials of the project. And as such, materials of architecture. 

*** 

The Casa Gallinero 

From the rural imaginary, Castillo took the chicken sheds (fig. 
2) of Florida , and later the typology of the Galician 36

granaries (fig. 3), as objects trouvés, thus beginning his 
“memory of images”. 

As in the typology of those sheds, the architectural body was 
solved through a single section that builds up a large volume 
of air when repeated in parallel. The constructer was to be his 
father carpenter, so wood should be the material with which 
he was to build. From these prescriptions the craftsman began 
to shape the project, discovering it through structural and 
constructive models (fig. 4). 

The articulation of the wood was solved in the same way as 
the furniture of Enzo Mari's Autoprogettazione  (fig. 5), one 37

of Castillo’s common references: juxtaposing the minimum 
number of boards required, submitting them to bending and 
compressing forces parallel to the fibers of the wood, and 
joining them through a simple system of nailed connections. 
In the end, the intentions of Mari's project summarize 
Castillo’s about the use of materials: “quality is determined 
when the shape of a product does not seem, but simply is.”  38

All the skeleton and its constructive method were, as far as 
possible, left at sight, and the wooden boards with sharp 
edges, converting the work into a mechanical and constructive 
revelation of its architecture, and therefore, into a 
manifestation of the ontological condition of its matter. Like 
the brick in the churches of Lewerentz, the house seems 
destined to show what are wooden planks, enveloping us 
sensorially in this material. And as in all works, the cladding, 
made with white translucent PVC, is an integral part of the 
structure and contributed to the definition of the interior 
atmosphere, as well as to the “objectal” character of the work. 

 Rural commune in the province of Concepción, 450 km south of Santiago, where  36

the architect lived with his family since 1987, and whose main productive activities are 
the planting of trees for wood and animal husbandry.

 Autoprogettazione is a set of designs by Enzo Mari of easy to assemble furniture,  37

using only raw wood boards and nails.

 Enzo Mari, “Proposta per un’Autoprogettazione”, autoprogettazione?, Edizioni  38

Corraini, Mantova, 2016, p. 5.
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1.  Casa Gallinero, Florida (Eduardo Castillo, 2000; 
2002-2008).

2.  Chicken industrial sheds similar to those in 
Florida.

3.  Traditional Galician granary

4.  Constructive/structural model of the Casa 
Gallinero.



The free plan of the shed allowed the rooms and services to be 
arranged like furniture inside a large room, and to solve the 
arrangement of these volumes, Castillo used volumetric 
models (fig. 6). This time, concentrating them on a single 
volume arranged in the middle of this “room”, he created its 
access on both sides through large sliding doors, letting in the 
pleasant light filtered by the PVC, and generating, within each 
room, a space with a tubular shape, such as Donald Judd's 
Boathouse (one of the images of the “memory”), which is clad 
in pine wood that wraps the space in one direction, 
accentuating its shape and formal individuality in relation to 
the rest of the house. 

We can not miss mentioning the poetic sense of all this. There 
is not only the analogy between a house and a hen house and a 
granary, as the volumetric game between the shed and the 
inner rooms with their enormous sliding doors give the space 
a great freedom of use and enlarges it by generating an infinity 
of paths. Not to mention the clear sense of humor manifested 
in the north-west façade doors that open towards“nothing”, or 
the final section of the beams that support the part of the 
canopy, which appear to be falling. It may be said that these 
are mannerist gestures . 39

Later on, everyday objects contribute to the atmosphere of the house, exposed along shelves, benches, or 
even on the floor. Things between things, and architecture is just another among them. With all this, the 
house not only welcomes, but also emanates a way of life, which, like the poetry of Jorge Teillier, 
transcends daily life, using daily life : a low-tech hen house, a granary, DIY furniture, PVC boards, zinc 40

roofs… Returning us to a freer and simpler way of life, in communion with things, which need not to be 
extraordinary, nor many. 

Conclusion 

Although Matter can not be constituted without Space, what is certain is that, as Eduardo Souto de Moura 
says, “space for an architect does not exist, so we design the limits that give the impression of space.”  41

And where there is no matter, there is no impression. Without this in consideration, any design 
methodology becomes mere speculation. 

As a true craftsman, Eduardo Castillo conceived the project through materiality and focused on 
materiality. For him, “to understand architecture in the light of a reductionist concept such as the 
“architectural space” leaves out an infinite amount of hues, where architecture finally presents itself”   In 42

addition, he understood that the design process should not assume that it can be engaged with perceptions 
saving the step of becoming involved with the matter that produces them. 

 Colin Rowe, Manierismo y Arquitectura Moderna y Otros Ensayos, Gustavo Gili, Barcelona, 1978.39

 Jorge Teillier, “Sobre el mundo donde verdaderamente habito o la experiencia poética”, Los Dominios Perdidos, Fondo de Cultura Económica, 40

Santiago de Chile, 2015, p. 187.

 Eduardo Souto de Moura, “Sensing Spaces: Architecture Reimagined”, exposition at the Royal Academy of Arts, London, 2014.41

 Eduardo Castillo, “Eduardo Castillo Ramírez” (interview by Alejandro Aravena), Material de Arquitectura, Ediciones ARQ, Santiago de Chile, 2003, 42

p. 138.
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6.  Volumetric model of the Casa Gallinero.

5.  Autopregettazione 1123xN model (Enzo Mari, 
1974).



Through the body, the experience, one can operate in freedom according to and engaged with “pre-verbal 
meanings of the world, meanings that are embodied and lived rather than simply intellectually 
understood” , exploring the qualities of materials relying on one's own physical reality to reveal them. In 43

fact, it is only through materiality that the project can be conceived for the actual encounter with it, since 
it is only through our matter –the body– that its abstraction is possible. And since committing to our own 
experience requires a continuous reflection on action, it allows us to build a critical sense anchored in 
reality and the accumulation of experience, since all ideas have to be tested through the wisdom of the 
body and one’s own empathic capacity. There is no other authority or other way of testing them . 44

As a consequence of this precept, Eduardo Castillo sought in his interiority “the interiority of materials”, 
establishing a correspondence between architecture and biography that runs through his modus operandi 
and all of his works. For it is when one works the materials “with an intensity that affects the interior”  45

that these surpass themselves, and due to these phenomena they become Architecture, giving origin to the 
disarray between the importance of the Space with the Matter that allows its impression. 

Therefore everything seems to indicate that, contrary to what might be supposed, given the state of art, 
matter is not neutral and can not be constituted with present alone, since it requires a temporal thickness 
for the “things” that constitute it to move, but essentially because, as Rossi used to say (quoting Walter 
Benjamin), we are constantly deformed by the nexus of things . As subjects we receive a series of 46

sensitive stimuli not only for the inherent qualities of an object, but in relation to others . Transcending 47

mere empiricism, since things get their sense  in the sequence of a past, and even if it is collective, they 48

get it in the perception of each individual subject. 

So we can come to an actual conclusion: Materiality, even though it might be nurtured by an environment 
of international discussion and influenced by the relationships that each architect establishes, or perhaps 
also due to this, is merely a matter of personal matter. (And after all, architecture too.)

 Juhani Pallasmaa, The Eyes of the Skin, 2005, p. 25.43

 Juhani Pallasmaa, The Thinking Hand, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New Jersey, 2009, p. 125.44

 Germán del Sol, interview conducted by the author on May the 3rd, 2018.45

 Walter Benjamin cit. in Aldo Rossi, “La Arquitectura Analoga”, Aldo Rossi, 2C Construcción de la Ciudad, nº2, 1975, p. 8.46

 Alberto Sato, “Los Materiales de la Materia o la Materia de la Materia”.47

 in Portuguese: sentido, whose meanings are all, once again, implicit here.48
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